ABSTRACT. We prove that there are uncountably many sets that are low for the class of Schnorr random reals. We give a purely recursion theoretic characterization of these sets and show that they all have Turing degree incomparable to 0 0 . This contrasts with a result of Ku cera and Terwijn 5] on sets that are low for the class of Martin-L of random reals.
A Martin-L of test 7] is a recursive set U ! 2 <! such that U n 2 ?n , where U n denotes the n{th section of U. A Schnorr test 11] has in addition the property that U n = 2 ?n or, alternatively, that there is a recursive enumeration of U such that (U n ? U n;s ) 2 ?s for all n and s, where U n;s are the elements enumerated into U n before stage s. This ],
for some Martin-L of test U. We concisely write T U for the null set above.
Similarly, a set of reals is Schnorr null if it is contained in T U for some Schnorr test U.
Martin-L of tests were introduced to give a consistent de nition of the notion of \random sequence". A real R 2 2 ! is Martin-L of random if it does not belong to any Martin-L of null set. R is Schnorr random if it does not belong to any Schnorr null set. We denote the set of Martin-L of random reals by R and the set of Schnorr random reals by S. Martin Proof sketch. Identify in a canonical way each sequence 2 ! <! with a natural number. When k < j j we write (k) for the k-th digit of the sequence . Let g T A. Let f be an increasing recursive function to be speci ed below (roughly: an inverse of h). Let T be a recursive trace with bound h that captures the function i 7 ! gf(i) (the string that codes the rst f(i) values of g). Let S be the set de ned by
, where i k is least i such that j j = f(i) > k. Clearly, S is a recursive trace.
The cardinality of S k] is easily computed and is bounded by h(i k ). So, the faster f grows, the slower the cardinality of S k] grows. It is easy to design an f that makes S attain a given recursive bound.
Q.E.D. Proof. For the \only if" direction, let A be a recursively traceable set. Let U be a given Schnorr test recursive in A. We want to construct a Schnorr test V such that T V T U. We can approximate the set U with an A-computable function that yields the nite sets U n;s . By hypothesis, U n;s (that is, the function mapping hn; si to the canonical code of the nite set U n;s ) has a recursive trace T. This T we use to enumerate V . In order to enumerate not too much measure into V n , we have to make sure that the bulk of U n is approximated by U n;s fast, that is, while T is still informative. After all, the longer we wait, the worse T gets. The following will su ce: we require U n;s > 2 ?n ?2 ?s . We also have to x a bound h for T that is sharp enough.
Recapitulate. We x a recursive trace T with bound h (for convenience this h will be speci ed below) and such that U n;s 2 T hn;si] for all n; s. It is easy to see that U g n can be approximated recursively in A, so U g is a Schnorr test relative to A. By lowness of A, we can nd a Schnorr test that contains T U g . A fortiori we can nd a recursive set V 2 <! and a recursive enumeration of V such that V s converges recursively to V < 1=4, where V s is the set of the elements of V enumerated before stage s. To simplify the proof below we also require that V satis es a technical assumption. Namely that for every k and l, ( ) (B k;l ? V ) 6 = 2 ?(l+3) .
We leave to the reader to check that, if necessary, one can always enlarge V to some V 0 satisfying ( ). (Hint. If at stage s for some hk; li < s the di erence between the two numbers above appears to be \small", add to V 0 a fraction of B k;l that ensures that equality will never obtain. One can ensure that in the end (V 0 ? V ) < " for an arbitrarily small " and that V 0 can still be approximated recursively.)
The construction below is simpler if we assume that (U g n ? V ) = 0 for some n. So, we make this provisional assumption, and we shall eliminate it later.
We de ne a trace T for g (to be precise, a set T such that g(k) 2 T k] for k > n, so a trace of g is obtained immediately from T). First Suppose l 6 2 T k] . Then " i > 0 for all i. It is clear that " i converges to a limit " and, by the assumption ( ) above we have that " > 0. So, " i =2 < " for some i. Therefore " i =2 < " i+1 for some i. So, enumerating V up to stage s i+1 we know for sure that l 6 2 T k] . To show that T is a recursive trace it remains to show that we can compute kT k] k. It su ces to show that we can e ectively nd an l k such that l 6 2 T k] for all l > l k . Find a stage s such that V s > V ? 2 ?(k+2) . Let l k be larger than k and larger than the length of all strings in V s . From the de nition of B k;l it is clear that V s and B k;l are independent for every l > l k . This implies immediately that (B k;l ? V s ) = 2 ?k (1 ? V s ) > 2 ?k (3=4). Consequently, we cannot have that (B k;l ? V ) < 2 ?(k+2) and a fortiori that (B k;l ? V ) < 2 ?(l+3) . Now, note that l k depends on the recursive enumeration of V and, indirectly, on g, so we still have to show that there is an uniform bound on kT k] k. We claim that kT k] k < 2 k k for every k. Observe that ( ) above guarantees that As observed above B k;l = 2 ?k and, for k xed, the B k;l 's are mutually independent as soon as the l's are taken su ciently far apart. So,
From the inequality above we obtain kT k] k 2 k k. So, as required, we have a recursive bound independent of g.
To complete the proof we show that the hypothesis that (U g n ? V ) = 0 for some n can be weakened to: (U g n ? V ) = 0 for some and some n such that V < 1=4. (Recall that is the measure conditioned to ].) Then we show that this latter hypothesis is indeed true. So, suppose rst that (U g n ? V ) = 0 and V < 1=4. For a set of strings W we use the notation Wj = f 2 2 <! :
] Wg:
We may assume that g(k) > k for every k because a trace for g(k) + k immediately gives a trace for g. Clearly we can also assume that n > j j. We claim that (U~g n ?Ṽ ) = 0 whereṼ = V j andg is the translation of g de ned by k 7 ! g(k) ?j j. Namely, if l > j j then B k;l j = B k;l?j j . Since g(k) > k and n > j j we have that U g n j = U~g n , so (U~g n ?Ṽ ) = (U g n ? V ) = 0.
This proves the claim. Now, it is clear that Ṽ < 1=4 has also a recursively approximable measure. So the proof given above is valid whenṼ andg are substituted for V and g and ensures the existence of a recursive trace forg.
But from a trace ofg we immediately obtain a trace for g. Now, suppose that no and n exist such that (U g n ?V ) = 0 and V < 1=4. We shall obtain a contradiction by constructing a real in T U g ?V . Let 0 be the empty string and assume we have de ned n such that n V < 1=4. By hypothesis n (U g n ?V ) > 0, so there is a 2 U g n such that n ( ]?V ) > 0.
In particular n and V < 1. Apply the Lebesgue density theorem to nd n+1 such that n+1 V < 1=4. Let R be the real that extends all n 's constructed in this way. Q.E.D.
We note that the traceable degrees do not coincide with the hyperimmune{ free degrees. This can be shown using a chain of nitely branching trees in a fashion as in the proof above.
